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Introduction: 
Autonomous vehicle technology is a popular topic that could increase vehicle safety and 
convenience.  Today, autonomous cars are tested with multiple sensors including lidar, radar, and 
cameras.  Vehicle perception and localization today relies on expensive sensors like a Velodyne 
that costs as much as $30k; however, humans are able to use the equivalent of one or two cameras 
as enough information to drive on the road.  In order for autonomous vehicles to become realistic 
for the general public, there needs to be a more cost effective way to accomplish object 
recognition and state estimation. 
  
We propose a way to use “smarter” stereo cameras for both recognition and localization.  One 
way to demonstrate this is by recognizing stop signs and the velocity of the vehicle. An 
autonomous car using the vision algorithms of this project could know where a stop sign is and 
how quickly it needs to brake.  This technology could also be extended to knowing how close an 
autonomous car should follow in traffic.  By recognizing general features of the back of a car, an 
autonomous car can judge how closely it is following the car ahead.  Combined with estimation 
in speed, an autonomous car can judge whether it’s too close to the car ahead in traffic.  This and 
other scenarios can be eventually accomplished using stereo cameras with smart enough 
algorithms. 
 
Algorithm: 

1. Recognize a stop sign by shape, pattern and/or color on each camera 
2. Associate the separate images from the two cameras with the single real-world object 
3. Determine the distance between the car and the stop sign, using cues from subsequent 

frames in a single camera, and from the known geometry between the two cameras 
4. Determine the velocity and direction of the vehicle relative to the stop sign 

Milestones: 
1. Accurate detection of stop signs 
2. Accurate determination of unique stop signs across cameras, when multiple signs are 

present in the image. 
3. Successful distance estimation 
4. Vehicle velocity and direction estimation 

 
If the milestones listed above are met satisfactorily, then the concept can be extended to other 
roadside objects, such as: 

• Stoplights 
• Other cars 
• Lane markers 
• Pedestrians 
• Brake lights 
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